
 

ESG Advisory 

Do ESG the Profitable Way. 

We provide you with a clear path to analyze ESG as a value driver, visualize upside in your ESG rating and train 

your team. Fueled by the powerful algorithms of our exclusive analytical tool. 

 

STRATEGIC BENEFITS 

We help you to deploy ESG as a strategic value driver. 

Lower your cost of capital Create sustainable value              Be the investment of choice  

Present upside for your  Analyze ESG performance              Build stakeholder trust by 
ESG rating via illustrations  as sustainable cash flow              presenting a consistent 
to peers.   drivers.                investment case relative to peers. 

 

 

OPERATIONAL BENEFITS 

We analyze and visualize ESG as a value driver. 

Be ahead of the curve  Be faster and more efficient             Inspire your team 

Join up the dots and  Visualize ESG data points              Motivate your team to join 
include ESG data in  as you have never seen              your ESG journey via the 
sustainable cash flow  them before – and several             best use case: Your 
scenarios.   times faster.               company + peers. 

 

 

PRODUCTS 

Ask the right questions with products tailored to your needs. 

ESG Due Diligence  ESG IR Advisory ESG Rating Advisory ESG Training 

How can we improve planning How can we present How can we highlight  How can we train our 

and investment decisions? ESG as a value driver? ESG rating upside? team to lift value  

via ESG? 

 

Benefit from our long history of making value visible. 

Schedule a presentation today and let ESG accelerate your business. 



 

ANALYTICS Advisory 

See value drivers like never before. 

We make your competitor landscape transparent, present consistent and sustainable cash flow scenarios and 

train your team in data analysis. 

 

STRATEGIC BENEFITS 

We help you to model the convergence of sustainable cash flows. 

Increasing in value         Building stakeholder trust             Developing strengths in data 

                                                                                                                                         analytics                                                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

OPERATIONAL BENEFITS 

We help you to model and visualize peer group analysis more efficiently. 

Become several times faster                Become consistent compared              Profit from workshops 

  to peers  

 

 

 

 

PRODUCTS 

Ask the right questions with products tailored to your needs. 

Benchmarking      Simulation           Training  

How do our value drivers       How can we simulate           How can we train our team 

compare to those of other                   cash flow scenarios?           to benefit from data analytics? 

companies? 

 

 

Benefit from our long history of making value visible. 

Schedule a presentation today and let our dashboards visualize your value. 

Benefit from impressive 

dashboards that bring out 

the value drivers. 

Make consistent 

assumptions for cash flow 

scenarios. 

Train your team via the best 

dashboard case: Your 

company and your peers. 

Take advantage of our know- 

how to efficiently obtain the big 

data you need for your 

modelling. 

Improve your benchmarking and 

continuously see where you 

stand compared to your 

competitors. 

Use efficient workshops to 

benefit from quarterly updates 

by our seniors. 


